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From Charlottesville to Cape Town, there have been struggles over monu-
ments and other markers involving histories of racial conflict. How do these
charged situations shed light on the ethics of images in civil society today?
Speaking generally or with specific examples in mind, please consider any of the
following questions: What histories do these public symbols represent, what histo-
ries do they obscure, and what models of memory do they imply? How do they do
this work, and how might they do it differently? What social and political forces
are in play in their erection or dismantling? Should artists, writers, and art histori-
ans seek a new intersection of theory and praxis in the social struggles around
such monuments and markers? How might these debates relate to the question of
who is authorized to work with particular images and archives? 

—Leah Dickerman, Hal Foster, David Joselit, and Carrie Lambert-Beatty
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We hold this truth to be self-evident––that the Confederate monument memorial-
izes a white supremacy that was not just Southern but was and remains intrinsically
American; one whose racism was indissociable from patriarchy, capitalism, and set-
tler colonialism; one that for centuries has channeled the shame and rage of the
exploited, castrated, or dispossessed. It should be self-evident that this ideology
enjoys a monstrous immortality, such that a new Jim Crow can arise from the old,
such that the voices of Wallace and Connor can echo in the hollow skulls of
Trump and Sessions, such that America can be Made Great Again [sic]. It should
be self-evident and yet of course it isn’t. In that sense, we still deserve the monu-
ments, and so maybe they should continue to stand. (If you’re asking who is this
“we”? then we understand, but maybe you’re part of our common problem.)

Try and pay attention everybody! The signs are there. The eyes are there.
See those eyes? Hear those eyes? Hear Marvin Gaye as he calls out: 

Can I get a . . . witness?
Can I get a . . . wit-ness? 

. . . witness . . . whiteness . . . witness . . . 

Who am I…are we…are you… are we... to witness this call; to attend? How
do we respond? Who are we if we don’t? 

Some signs you don’t see: the ones we feel aren’t just on our backs but
within our joints, articulating and aching. Some signs you don’t see: We
see no monuments to the Middle Passage or the Tuskegee experiment;
there are no genocide memorials on the Mall. We see Martin, but we
don’t see Malcolm. Ain’t no Nat Turner, no Kwame Ture. Where are the
monuments to systematic dispossession and subjugation, to the extinction
of memory? We’re taught to remember blackness––a whiter shade of what
lies beyond the pale––but never to remember anti-blackness, or to imag-
ine the kind of blackness that exists beyond color, light, positivity. Not the
monochrome, but the achromatic; an atonal totality of blackness. Hell,
even Malcolm linked black with totality. Darkness is invisible, underrepre-
sented, underutilized, and underground: forever fugitive. The possibility
of the (w)hole? How do you witness that?

I said can I get a witness?

Forget about Robert E. Lee for a second––America’s real self is evident in all the
other monuments to white supremacy, the ones that can’t be shrouded or defaced
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or taken off a flagpole. The Constitution, which formalized slave owners’ rights
and overrepresented slave states. The White House, built with slave labor. The
National Portrait Gallery, enshrining the likes of Jackson, Monroe, Nixon, Reagan,
Andrew Johnson, Lyndon Johnson, and and and... The Lincoln Memorial, which
substitutes the heroic myth of the Great Emancipator for the realities of accommo-
dation. Colonel fucking Sanders. The economic, academic, and cultural institu-
tions of contemporary art (including ours), as they instrumentalize “diversity” and
deny their own complicity, labeling any criticism of their bias as an attack on artis-
tic freedom. The mechanisms of carceral neoliberalism, which subsidize the pri-
vate-prison industry through the criminalization of race and poverty. The structur-
al devaluation of black life, as evident in infant-mortality rates and lack of access to
health care. The names Trayvon Martin and Sandra Bland and Eric Garner and
and and . . . 

Maybe now I can get a witness––one who can see what is veiled by seeing, dis-
sembled in semblance, consigned by the sign. C’mon! Maybe she can tell us
how the institution generates what it claims to represent; maybe she can
explain how monuments move? How the White House sticks and moves . . .
the Great White Hype! Isn’t that obvious? 
We need our senses to witness what moves beneath, between, beyond.
What moves its momentum against monumentality. Black Lives Matter
motions toward that horizon, its name at once an appeal and a demand.
Can we get a witness? Can we be that witness? These claims echo, these
motions reverberate into new forms of reflexivity, relationality, and
responsibility. When Huey Copeland speaks of tending-towards-blackness he
guides our attention to the tensilities of blackness: its inclination toward
the abyssal or unrecognizable, but also to resemblance, responsibility, and
enduring cultivation; a kind of caring that approximates the (w)hole. To
tend in the direction of blackness is to riff asymptotically, to identify only
in contingency and through improvisation, to find a refuge and a dark
refulgence in fugitivity.

Now can we get a witness? 

To simply remove the monuments allows us to dream that white supremacy can
itself be toppled––overnight!––and also that it exists as something alien to us, no
matter our color. But whiteness can’t be abolished or exorcized, and while it can
possibly be disarmed it can never be disowned. Not only does whiteness structure
the economies within which we operate, it organizes the scenes within which we
are made and unmade and constantly remake ourselves as subjects, as Saidiya
Hartman has made all too clear. Whiteness informs form itself, along with the sensi-
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ble and the intelligible; it determines our senses and thoughts, our expectations,
our ability to recognize others, our concepts of space and time and conceptuality
itself. Whiteness subtends our very sense of ourselves as sensate beings, since no
matter how we might choose to identify, we do so in terms that are already marked
by racialized power. In this sense, the most radical question isn’t what should be
done with the statues, but rather: How do we act in the knowledge that the most
enduring monument to white supremacy might well be us, whoever we are?

Imagine blackness-as-us––the blackness that is our condition of (im)possi-
bility. Sense how the demonstrators move behind these darkened but
undead eyes. Their image instructs us by tracing movements that go
beyond their own circulation. This prospect structures our imagination of
an ongoing transfiguration: of monuments into movements, in which
potential exists both in and as the dark; in which we might find holes with-
in wholes, heteronomies within supremacies. Blackness, wholly unexpect-
ed––the insight of those sightless eyes. Also, always-already, their over-
sight––the sight of all those names and all those eyes; the way they bear
spectral witness over us, casting us into the shadow of memories that tend
towards darkness. 

Within this eclipse, Nina Simone sings our chorus:

In the dark
Now we will find
What the rest
Have left behind

This is where we find ourselves––in the dark, trying to maintain ourselves as
some kind of “we,” working to find our way through the refuse and wreck-
age. Looking for what might burn and become fire music. Obviously
entangled, but don’t get it twisted. Like those eyes: bearing restless witness
from within some contingent, cramped, immanent fugitivity.

Can we get a witness? (witness . . . ) Just a little bit louder.
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